INTRODUCTION
The annual increase in data leakage via the Internet [1] creates favorable conditions for the commission of cybercrime trespassing against various legal relationships: from the sector of national security to property relations.

Cybercrime should also be considered as international crime as it is completely borderless – computers, technical equipment and networks are easily operated to commit crimes without being tied to physical locations which makes it difficult to trace and identify perpetrators using the abovementioned technology. In order to successfully perform the tasks of identification, detection, investigation, prevention of cybercrimes, provisions of international treaties and national legislation regulating the prosecution of cybercrimes must be applied [2, p. 92].

The Convention on Cybercrime (2001) with its Additional Protocol (2003) [3] recognizes the international illegality of offenses against the confidentiality, integrity and availability of computer data and systems: illegal access; illegal interception; data interference; intervention in the system; abuse of devices and other illegal actions which stipulate use of computers, operating networks, relevant information. Prosecution of the outlined offenses is defined in Chapter XVI of the Criminal Code of Ukraine [4].

The common feature of such crimes is that certain features and characteristics of cyberspace are used to achieve a criminal result; thus it becomes clear that use of uniformed methods and means to investigate this criminal activity is pivotal. Having analyzed the materials of judicial and investigative practice, we may state that control over crime commission is a typical and one of the most effective tactical means used to tackle practical problems of cybercrime investigation in Ukraine.

Control over crime commission is an integral part of a certain tactical operation within the investigation cycle and has certain specificity shaped by the tactical tasks of a peculiar criminal activity investigation. Therefore, from a scientific – forensic – point of view ways to optimize the control over crime commission should be determined in the context of a particular crime group/type. That's why we focused intensively on cybercrime.

LITERATURE REVIEW
Ukrainian long-standing practice of operative-search activity proved that controlled supply / controlled and operative procurement of goods, items and substances are highly efficient in the process of crime combating. Many researchers working in the area of operative-search activity and criminal procedure contributed significantly to resolution of problems related to the implementation of the abovementioned measures and use of relevant results in criminal proceedings, namely S. Albul, O. Antonechko, M. Gribov, O. Dolzhenkov, I. Demidov, A. Ishchenko, I. Kozachenko, S. Kudinov, D. Nykyforchuk, S. Nikolaiv, V. Nekrasov, A. Onofreichuk, M. Pohoretskyi, O. Podobnyi, D. Serheieva, Y. Skulys, S. Tahiiev, M. Shumylo etc.

Amendment introduced to the applicable criminal procedure legislation (combining controlled supply / controlled and operative procurement as well as newly introduced forms of covert activity in the form of a special investigative experiment and simulation of criminal environment into one independent covert investigative (search) action - control over crime commission) has intensified the forensic research in this area. After all, having defined four independent forms of control over crime commission: 1) controlled supply; 2) controlled and operative procurement; 3) special investigative experiment; 4) simulation of the crime circumstances in Article 271 of the Criminal Procedure Code of Ukraine [5], legislator had not introduced legislative criteria to distinguish these forms of investigative activity, resulting in purely subjective choice of one of the forms of control over crime commission made by the initiator in specific situations; that is why V. Bernaz, R. Blahuta, A. Vokbuiiev, M. Dzyhya, A. Ishchenko, V. Lysenko, S. Tahiiev, Y. Shepitko, Y. Shynkarenko and other scholars pay considerable
attention to the tactics of performing the specific types of control over crime commission.

For example, debates still take place among the experts in the area of operative-search activity and criminal procedure regarding the separation of investigative experiment from imitation (simulation) of the criminal environment. M. Bahrii considers the perpetrator's identification a criterion the abovementioned division (special investigative experiment is performed concerning certain subjects – both identified and unidentified subjects) [6]; V. Dintu – aim and environment where these forms of control over crime commission are carried out [7]. M. Hribov mentions the relative criteria of distinguishing the abovementioned forms of control over the crime commission. The author confirms the existence of certain features common for special investigative experiment and the simulation of the crime situation as different forms of control over crime commission and proves the inconsistency of their division in the current criminal procedure legislation [8]. Each scholar provides arguments for individual opinion which, without any doubt, deserves attention.

Any investigative (search) action, including covert ones, is a practical means of achieving tactical objectives during the investigation of a crime, a means of forensic tactics. A tactical task is a contextually determined complex issue (problem) that arises at a certain point in the investigation process with a limited, fully localized scope of implementation, of an intermediate nature, designed to identify the separate facts about individual elements or circumstances of the crime by using purely tactical solutions [9, p. 16]. In this sense, tactical tasks defined within the investigation of a particular crime group play a key role in the tactics of investigative (search) actions, in particular control over crime commission. Thus, the choice of specific form of control over crime commission is shaped by actual tactical conditionality.

RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

In order to determine the organizational and tactical peculiarities of control over cybercrime commission and formulize practical recommendations on the organization of this investigative (search) action during the investigation of cybercrime authors used systemic, structural, aristotelian, statistical, formal-legal and logical-legal research methods. The statistical method was chosen as a basis for collecting and developing an empirical research foundation - interviewing law enforcement practitioners; processing questionnaire materials, materials of criminal proceedings collected within the territory of Ukraine.

RESULTS

According to the analysis of the materials of domestic investigative and judicial practice, a special investigative experiment is the most common form of control over cybercrime commission (65% of criminal proceedings materials). It stipulates creation of appropriate conditions in a situation as close as possible to the real one by investigative and operational unit in order to verify the real intentions of a person whose actions are indicative of a serious or especially serious crime commission along with monitoring of one’s behavior and certain decisions made concerning the crime [10].

Crimes committed in cyberspace are usually very sophisticated and seldom limited to a single episode [11]. Taking the abovementioned into account, investigator should focus on the moment of actual criminal activity fixing. Facts being obtained at this stage must confirm the connection between several crimes. This connection can be traced back to the beginning - motive of the crime. It is the motive that is fused in the causal link between the criminal consequence and criminal act – due to motive certain goals of criminal activity are achieved. The tactical purpose of conducting a special investigative experiment during the investigation of most cybercrime types is to establish the ultimate motive for criminal activity in cyberspace.

In the course of special investigative experiment, when the actual motive of criminal activity performed by particular person is not clear, the investigator or operative staff on one’s behalf creates informational environment in cyberspace imitating the crime scene and relevant conditions, expressing interest in a particular outcome of the criminal’s actions.

Concerning the organizational and tactical aspects – investigative or operative unit, acting on behalf of the investigator, draws up a plan or several plans during its step-by-step implementation, determining the purpose of a particular (tactical or organizational) measure to control the crime commission, participants, procedure, imitation, special investigative experiment, and proceeds to the implementation of the plan or several plans during its step-by-step implementation. The investigator is instructed to determine the organizational and tactical aspect of cybercrime commission (only 5% of criminal proceedings materials). Specific actions are taken by the investigator, the authorized person, using imitation means that will promote others to “immerse” into the criminal environment in order to prevent it and expose an imitator who has already taken active steps to find the objects for crime commission, the preparation of the crime scene, etc.). The specifics of cybercrimes detection and investigation determine the importance of recording all communication sessions of specific subscribers, which makes it possible to pre-identify a particular perpetrator, as well as to specify the motive of the latter. Therefore, the fixation of the moment when previously commenced cybercrime has been completed occurs only if there is a need to establish the requestor of the cybercrime (unfortunately, judicial practice rarely mentions the existence of such subjects). Such crime will be duly prevented by law enforcement officers. This will be a typical tactical purpose of monitoring the cybercrime commission process through simulation of a crime scene.

Controlled supply /controlled and operative procurement are typically carried out during the investigation of violations of the crime commission process through simulation of a crime scene.
multi-episode cybercrimes. After all, most crimes, detection and cessation of which are attributed to the tasks of NPU Cyber Police Department, are not grave. Part 2 of Article 246 of the Criminal Procedure Code of Ukraine provides for control over the crime commission exclusively in criminal proceedings for serious or particularly serious crimes. Cybercrimes related to serious and especially serious crimes and committed by members of an organized criminal group (90% of materials). In addition, the tactical task of overcoming the conspiracy means used by members of a criminal network arises when information about their activities is identified in the course of preliminary operative and investigative actions.

Forensic aspects concerning the roles of these organized groups’ members intersect with the criminological study of network or corporate model serving as reference ones when organized groups are being established, contesting each other [14, p. 81]. The corporate model is characterized by a centralized system with distinct hierarchical features. Criminal networks, in contrast to corporate entities, are unique for their non-permanent membership and high adaptability to political, economic and social changes occurring in public life, without a centralized control system [15, p. 92-93]. A. Osypenko presents the determining factors for the following groups: 1) flexible management; 2) relative equality of group members, the possibility of changing the status (role) depending on the situation; 3) the ability to quickly change the composition of the group and redistribution of roles; 4) fast restoration of deteriorated criminal ties; 5) ability to perform the same criminal task using a different algorithm of actions [16]. The real number of such groups in cyberspace remains outside the official statistics, because only the analysis of resources chosen by the offender as objects of encroachment and means (methods) of operation will allow to conclude that the latter are not available to a single perpetrator or small cluster, therefore may be committed only by an organized group.

Controlled supply or establishment of control over import, export, transit by road, rail, air, sea and other modes of transport through the territory of Ukraine of any goods, objects, substances (when purely humanitarian features, psychotropic substances or their analogues and precursors trafficking (Articles 4, 5 of the Law of Ukraine “On measures aimed to combat narcotic drugs, psychotropic substances and precursors trafficking and abuse” [18]). Under such circumstances, the offender is not always immediately arrested at the crime scene. Given the negative prospects of assessing the results of crime commission control as evidence in practice, there are many cases when crime fixation is subject to duplication (after the next episode of criminal activity by carrying out a similar action). In this case, the prospect of assessing the control results seems doubtful because the court may conclude that person was provoked (incited) to commit the following episode of criminal activity.

Provocation - intentional unilateral actions of a person (provocateur), aimed at involving the person being provoked in the crime commission with aim to expose the latter. Moreover, provocation differs from incitement and does not involve accompliceship [19, p. 4]. That is why during the control over crime commission of a it is prohibited to provoke (incite) a person to commit this crime with aim of further exposure, helping the person to commit a crime one would not commit otherwise if an investigator, operative unit staff or a person involved in this action did not contribute to this process, or to influence one’s
behavior through violence, threats, blackmail for the same purpose.

To find a solution for this problem we must refer to judicial practice. The Plenum of Superior Specialized Civil and Criminal Court of Ukraine in its resolution №6 (paragraph 16) “On the legal position of the High Specialized Court for Civil and Criminal Cases” of June 3, 2016 which contained certain statements related to provocation during the mentioned procedure noted that in accordance with the practice of European Court of Human Rights, namely in the case “Barannikov v. the Russian Federation” of November 4, 2010, “Veselov and Others v. the Russian Federation” of October 2, 2010, use of special investigative methods - in particular, intelligence methods – basically does not lead to any violation of the person’s right to fair trial [20]. The risk of provocation by law enforcement officers stimulated by these methods means that its use must be strictly regulated. To apply these methods, law enforcement agencies must obtain evidence to support the statement regarding person’s propensity to commit a crime. The European Court of Human Rights has established, in particular, the following criteria:

- Whether the law enforcement agencies were active, whether there was an incentive on their part to commit a crime, for example, initiating contacts with a person, repeated offers despite the initial refusal of the person, persistent reminders, considerable price boost;
- Whether the crime would have been committed without the intervention of law enforcement agencies;
- Substantiation of reasons for the operative procurement, whether the law enforcement agencies had objective data of person’s involvement in criminal activity and significant probability of committing a crime. Any conclusion made concerning the provocation occurrence is not legitimate if circumstances are not analyzed and assessed properly. Such legal opinion is formulated in detail in decision of Superior Specialized Civil and Criminal Court of Ukraine Plenum dd. March 31, 2015 (case № 5-872km15) [21].

Therefore, if the initiative to communicate with a person was expressed by the law enforcement agency, and the moment of person’s exposure to crime commission becomes easily predictable due to artificially induced interest in achieving a certain result, then items and documents obtained in this manner can not be used in criminal proceedings. We emphasize that, in fact, the artificiality of criminal environment created intentionally in advance by the operative unit precedes other forms of control over cybercriminal commission. This environment is mostly of informative nature (for example, providing information on the sale of goods with restricted/prohibited circulation, on the provision of services for malicious software design, the provision of other information that allows to determine the criminal propensity of a person). Purposeful placement of information by an operative staff pretending to be a regular user in thematic online communities (online stores, bulletin boards, sites distributing, audio/video products, pornography etc.) essentially contests the legality of the following covert investigative (search) action with crime provoking. In this sense, it is deemed feasible to use special analytical systems [22] and use the practice of EU states police who continuously maintain their presence in Darkweb networks [23].

CONCLUSIONS

Control over crime commission is an element of forensic tactics – formats of its optimization are to be identified in the context of performance tactics specificity within the investigation of separate crime groups/category. Possibilities of certain control type selection, analyzed through the prism of tactical need for this covert investigative (search) action to be performed during the cybercrime investigation, allowed us to formulate the following tactical recommendations with aim to optimize the tactics of its performance in the selected crime category.

Firstly, the tactical purpose of crime commission monitoring in the form of a special investigative experiment is to establish the ultimate motive for criminal activity performed in cyberspace; in the form of criminal environment imitation – to establish the requestor of a committed cybercrime; in the form of controlled supply / controlled and operative procurement - overcoming the means of conspiracy used by members of a criminal network.

During the investigation of a specific cybercrime, the initiator, guided by the investigative situation, with certain practical considerations establishes the predominant organizational and tactical purpose of this covert investigative (search) action and chooses a specific form of control over crime commission.

Secondly, direct control over crime commission is entrusted to the operative unit. Regarding the organizational and tactical aspects, investigative or operative unit, acting on behalf of the investigator, draws up a plan or several plans during the active stage, determining the purpose of a particular (tactical or organizational) measure to control the crime, participants, procedure, selected simulation tools. Investigator may on a daily or step-by-step basis monitor the results of actions performed by the operative unit and adjust the tactics of subsequent investigative (search) actions in accordance with the information obtained.

Thirdly, controlled supply, controlled and operative procurement are chosen as a tactical tool to investigate serious and especially serious cybercrimes; including the acquisition or sale of weapons, ammunition or explosives, the illegal acquisition, sale of narcotic drugs, psychotropic substances or their analogues and precursors. Tactical recommendations, methods and techniques of controlled supply, controlled and operative procurement are determined by the characteristics of its implementation subject.

Control over crime commission, depending on its form, is accompanied by other covert investigative actions, in particular - the removal of information from transmitting telecommunications networks. In particular, controlled delivery, controlled and operative procurement are often followed by the withdrawal of information from communication channels; special investigative experiment - audio, video control of a person and / or location. This allows to expand the time limits of the crime commission documentary support.

Finally, the issue of provoking (inciting) a person to commit crimes raises the question; how qualified and active are the operational units employees as members of thematic Internet communities (in order to identify individuals and facts). Law enforcement officers can only be passive users in thematic online communities in order to detect individuals and facts of potential investigative/operative interest.
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